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Abstract—In service oriented computing, Web service selection is an important part of Web service composition. The Web service
composition is achieved by solving the Web service concretization problem. The literature presents two types of Web service
concretization approaches: local optimization approaches and global optimization approaches. There are three types of algorithmic
methods in the global optimization approaches: optimal methods, sub-optimal methods, and soft constraints-based methods. The bioinspired algorithms are sub-optimal methods. This paper will first present a hierarchical taxonomy of web service concretization
approaches. Then we conduct a systematic review on the current research of Web service concretization based on three bio-inspired
algorithms, namely, ant colony optimization algorithms, genetic algorithms, and particle swarm optimization algorithms. Based on the
findings from the systematic review, this paper also discusses the underlying applications of bio-inspired algorithms to the dataintensive service concretization problems.
Index Terms—Ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, Web service concretization, Web service composition,
quality of service

Ç
1

INTRODUCTION

A

S a major software framework for distributed applications, service oriented architecture [1] uses standard
protocols to integrate existing component Web services into
complex business processes and applications, which are
referred to as Web service composition. These component
Web services are developed independently by different service providers, so some services may have same functionality but differ in quality of service (QoS) attributes as well as
other non-functional properties. In the context of Web service composition, abstract services are the functional
descriptions of services, and concrete services represent the
existing services available for potential invocation of their
functionalities and capabilities. Given a request of composite service, which involves a set of abstract services and
dependency relationships among them, there is a list of service candidate sets, which includes many concrete services
for each abstract service. Web service selection refers to
finding one service candidate to implement each abstract
service according to users’ requirements, which is an important part of Web service composition. For each abstract service of a composite service, the service concretization
process is to bind one of its corresponding concrete services
and meet the constraints specified for some of the QoS
attributes [2], [3]. The final goal of the composite service
construction is achieved by solving the well-known service
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concretization problem. As most of the papers used the
terms composition and selection interchangeably, we used
the term “service concretization” in our paper to umbrella
them. So far, many service concretization approaches have
been designed. A hierarchical taxonomy of service concretization approaches will be given in this paper. The bioinspired algorithms are one group of the main approaches.
One of our earlier studies [4] presented a survey on bioinspired algorithms for Web service concretization, and it also
proposed a bio-inspired cost minimization mechanism for
data-intensive service provision. However, it did not describe
the applications of the presented algorithms to Web service
concretization specifically. There are also a few other overviews on service composition and bio-inspired optimization
algorithms. The authors of [5] conducted an overview of automatic Web service composition from the perspective of workflow and AI planning. The study [6] discussed the urgent
need for service composition, the required technologies to
perform service composition, as well as several different composition strategies based on existing composition platforms
and frameworks. The study [7] introduced a technical survey
on automated service composition and discussed the whole
automatic composition with respect to the service classification, the service combination, the service selection, the service
description, and the service matchmaking.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no overview on
service concretization problems based on bio-inspired algorithms has been published yet. This paper investigates the
existing studies using bio-inspired algorithms to deal with
QoS attributes, the optimality, and the dynamicity in Web
service concretization. We will describe the applications of
ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithms, genetic algorithms (GA), and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to Web service concretization, and also present a
systematic review based on these three bio-inspired

1939-1374 ß 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. A hierarchical taxonomy of Web service concretization approaches.

The Web service concretization approaches should be evaluated with respect to their optimality, their computational
efficiency, and their dynamic complexity. The optimality is
the extent to which the approach produces the best solution.
The computational efficiency is measured by the time that
the approach takes to produce a solution. The dynamic complexity is referred to the time complexity that the approach
deals with the re-optimization. The literature presents two
types of Web service concretization approaches: local optimization approaches and global optimization approaches.
Fig. 1 shows a hierarchical taxonomy of Web service concretization approaches.

peer-to-peer, or agent-based architecture to perform selection
in parallel, where m is the number of concrete services for
each abstract service. Even if local optimization approaches
are useful in decentralized and dynamic environments, they
are not suitable for service concretization with global QoS
constraints, since they can only guarantee local QoS constraints. If there is no requirement specifying global constraints, then local optimization approaches are preferable.
From the viewpoint of computational time, the local optimization approaches can be appropriate when the global
QoS constraints are transformed, i.e., decomposed, into
local QoS constraints in order to overcome their drawbacks.
A few decomposition methods have been proposed.
The study [11] used the concept of local quality levels
and modeled the decomposition problem as an optimization problem, which was formulated as a mixed integer programming (MIP) model. The local quality levels were a set
of discrete representative values, which were extracted
from the quality properties of all candidates. The local constraints were the selected quality levels. The study [12]
applied a genetic algorithm to solve the decomposition
problem, and used the concept of quality degree. The quality degrees were a set of discrete quality values, which were
extracted from partitioning each quality property. The local
constraints were the selected quality degrees. The authors
of [13] used the mean and standard deviation of the values
of QoS attributes to decompose global QoS constraints.
The main drawbacks of these decomposition methods
are two-fold: the local selection relies on a greedy method,
and the decomposition deals with QoS parameters independently so does not take into account potential correlations
and dependencies among them. Meanwhile, in these
decomposition methods there is no analysis for cases when
the requirements of the global QoS constraints are overconstrained. This often leads to a very restrictive decomposition of the global QoS constraints that cannot be satisfied
by any of the service candidates, even if there could be feasible solutions otherwise.

2.1 Local Optimization Approaches
In local optimization approaches, service selection is undertaken independently for each abstract service [8], [9], [10].
This type of approach is very efficient in terms of computation
time, as the time complexity is OðmÞ by using service broker,

2.2 Global Optimization Approaches
Global optimization approaches can solve Web service
concretization problems at both local and global service
levels [14], [15]. The problems have been modeled as a
0-1 knapsack problems [16], [17], constraint optimization

algorithms. The foundational investigations indicated that
the bio-inspired algorithms could overcome the new challenging requirements of the data-intensive service concretization problem. The main contributions of this paper are
four-fold: first, a hierarchical taxonomy of service concretization approaches is given; second, a detailed analysis of
each method in the hierarchical taxonomy is made; third, a
systematic survey and the analysis of Web service concretization based on bio-inspired algorithms are presented;
fourth, the underlying applications of bio-inspired algorithms to the data-intensive service concretization problem
are proposed. This paper gives an overview for people
interested in bio-inspired service concretization. Moreover,
through this paper the community can understand service
concretization more comprehensively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a
hierarchical taxonomy of Web service concretization
approaches. Section 3 describes our systematic review protocol. Section 4 shows the applications of the three types of
bio-inspired algorithms to Web service concretization problems. Then Section 5 discusses the underlying applications
of bio-inspired algorithms for tackling the data-intensive
service concretization problems. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2

WEB SERVICE CONCRETIZATION APPROACHES
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problems [18], [19], multi-dimensional and/or multi-objective
optimization problems [20], [21], weighted directed acyclic
graph problems [22], [23], and mathematical programming
problems [24], [25]. Accordingly, many algorithms have been
proposed. There are three types of algorithmic methods in
the global optimization approaches: optimal method, suboptimal method, and soft constraints-based method.
Optimal methods, such as the exhaustive algorithm [26],
constraint programming-based algorithms [27], and mathematical programming-based algorithms (integer programming (IP) [24], linear programming (LP) [25], or mixed integer
programming [2]) are designed to find optimal solutions. IP,
LP and MIP-based algorithms need linear aggregation functions for the QoS attributes. Some standard attributes, such as
the availability or reliability are not linear initially. While linearization can be adopted [10], it is quite difficult in other cases,
such as computing the response time for the parallel structures. An alternative would be the use of non-linear IP, however, the scalability problems would still arise [14]. When
using constraint programming-based algorithms, the constraints can be expressed without translating them into linear
inequalities [27]. The study [27], [28] explained that constraint
programming-based algorithms were essentially very simple
and sometimes they could find a solution faster than more
complex mathematical programming-based algorithms. In
addition, optimal methods are often practical for small scale
problems, but they need more computation time, especially in
dynamic environments. This is exacerbated in a situation
where the QoS-aware concretization has to be re-planned at
runtime because the computation time of the concretization
becomes crucial. This was confirmed by the existing studies [10], [14], [17], [26], [29].
Sub-optimal methods, such as the heuristic-based algorithms (discarding subsets [16], shortest path heuristic [30],
and other heuristics [17], [31]), and the metaheuristic-based
algorithms (tabu search [32], simulated annealing (SA) [29],
GAs [14], [33], ACO algorithms [21], [34], PSO algorithms [29], [35] and others [36]) are designed to find an
optimal or a near-optimal solution. Metaheuristics provide
both a general structure and strategy guidelines for developing a heuristic to solve service concretization problems.
They provide an efficient way to move towards a very good
solution, though it might not necessarily be the best one.
When the time requirements become excessive, sub-optimal
methods must be employed. Continuing efforts have demonstrated that sub-optimal methods for QoS-aware service
concretization usually require much less computation time
than optimal methods, and they are consistently capable of
achieving near-optimal solutions [16], [26], [30], [37], [38].
Meanwhile, there is a trade-off between computation cost
and quality of the solution with regard to the sub-optimal
methods. That is to say, how inferior the sub-optimal methods would be when compared to an optimal method that
always finds the optimal solution.
Soft constraints-based algorithms are adopted in order
to allow constraint violations in less likely feasible compositions when the requirements of the global QoS constraints are overly strict [19], [39], [40]. They are proposed
to predict run-time service level agreement violations for
composite services. They work around over-constrained
QoS-aware service concretization problem and offer a
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feasible solution. The choice of evaluation functions, the
definition of penalties, and the relation between the
assigned penalties and the violated guarantees, are key
factors in this type of methods.

2.3 Bio-Inspired Algorithms for Service
Concretization
In this paper, we are interested in how bio-inspired algorithms are used to solve Web service concretization problems. Although numerous research studies have addressed
Web service concretization problems (including bioinspired algorithms), service discovery and composition
mechanisms will face new challenges as cloud computing,
big data, and the next generation Internet change the whole
scene. We believe that applying biologically inspired
approaches to services can make them adapt to dynamic
service environments. For example, the study [41] already
proved that it was useful for service management and discovery to add biological mechanisms to services.
Biological systems present features such as autonomy,
scalability, adaptability, and robustness. They are autonomous entities and often self-organized without a central
controller. The biological environment provides a medium
that allows biological organisms to interact and mobilize.
For example, ants release chemical signals, creating chemical gradients in the environment after finding a good path
from the nest to a food source, so that letting other ants
sense the chemical and follow the path to food.
The study [42] pointed out four key attributes of biological systems, which can be applied to the design of biological
inspired systems.
1)

A large number of redundant components: a biological system is composed of massive numbers of
redundant components. For example, an ant colony
may contain millions of ants. A biological system is
robust under perturbations or conditions of uncertainty because of the large number of redundant
components.
2) Local interactions and collective behavior: an individual ant is not able to find the shortest path to food
source, but a group of ants can find the shortest path
via interactions among individual ants through the
placement of pheromones.
3) Stochastic or probabilistic nature: the probabilistic
nature of biological systems helps them explore large
search spaces. For example, mutation in genetic evolution randomly changes genetic information to
enable individuals to adapt to the environment.
4) Feedback-based control: biological systems frequently use positive and negative feedback control.
For example, ants use positive feedback to deposit
the pheromone trails and to recruit more ants toward
a particular path.
In this paper, we will discuss these characteristics in three
biological systems: insect colonies, genetic evolution, and
swarms. We focus on ACO algorithms, GAs, and PSO algorithms. It is both important and interesting to know the extent
of applications of bio-inspired algorithms to QoS-based Web
service concretization, which is not covered by previous studies. This effort allows us to provide an overview on the existing studies.
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TABLE 1
Distribution of Primary Studies
Bio-inspired algorithm

ACO

GA

PSO

Combination of GA and PSO
Combination of ACO and GA
Combination of SPSO and SA

3

Articles

Year

Cost (C)

Time (T)

Availability (Av)

[44]
[45]
[46]
[21]
[34]

2007
2008
2010
2010
2011

_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

[14]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[32]
[33]
[51]
[18]
[52]

2005
2005
2006
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2010
2012

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_

_

_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

[53]
[54]
[55]
[35]

2009
2010
2012
2012

_
_
_

_
_
_

_
_

_

[56]
[23]
[29]

2007
2010
2011

_

_

METHOD OF SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

This section describes our systematic review protocol, consisting of several steps outlined in [43].

3.1 Research Questions
In order to find principles for applying bio-inspired algorithms to solve Web service concretization problems, we
have the following research questions:
1)

How are the three types of bio-inspired algorithms
applied to solve Web service concretization problems?
After knowing this, we have three additional
research questions applicable in each type of
algorithms:
2) What are the main issues that need to be addressed if
the bio-inspired algorithms are to be applied?
3) What are the strategies proposed to address the
issues?
4) What are the current challenges or limitations in the
application of the bio-inspired algorithms to solve
Web service concretization problems?
The domain of this study is the Web service composition
and selection based on ACO algorithms, GAs, and PSO
algorithms. Our research questions are not aiming at making a comparison among the three algorithms, but we discuss the comparisons within the scope of each primary
study to support our argument from the obtained results,
and we will present comparisons by experiments.

3.2 Specification for Literature Review Strategy
We use the following terms to search the literature:
1)
2)

Web service composition, Web service selection.
ant colony algorithm, ant colony optimization, antinspired, ant system, ant-based, genetic algorithm,
particle swarm optimization, particle swarm
algorithm.

Reliability (Re)

We used five electronic databases, namely, ACM Digital
Library, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, IEEExplore, and EI
Compendex as data sources, and papers were selected for
review if they had a key term (or synonym) in the title,
abstract or keywords list. We selected 2005 as the starting
year for the search since this year marked the first publication of the application of genetic algorithm to Web service
composition, and the ending year is 2012. The search
resulted in a total of 454 papers. After eliminating duplicates found by more than one electronic database, we were
left with 278 papers.
The following exclusion criteria is applicable in this
review to exclude studies that:
1)

Do not relate to Web service selection and
composition.
2) Do not report applications of bio-inspired
algorithms.
3) Do not report experiments and simulations.
4) Are related to semantic Web service composition
and selection.
The application of detailed exclusion criteria resulted in
120 remaining references, which were further filtered out by
reading full-text. A final figure of 22 primary studies was
reached after excluding similar studies that were published
in different venues. Relevant information describing the distribution of primary studies within the four QoS attributes
is shown in Table 1. The four QoS attributes which are the
most commonly used are: response time, cost, reliability
and availability, and according to [15], they represent a
selection of the most relevant characteristics in the context
of services. Response time, run time, and execution time
might have the same or different definitions, and Table 1
places them into the single time column. In addition, the
studies [29], [53], [56] did not provide details about whether
the four QoS attributes were considered or not.
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TABLE 2
A Summary of Results on Applying ACO Algorithms to Web Service Concretization Problems
Articles
[44]

Heuristic
information used
C, T, Av

Pheromone updating
was applied to
the best solution

[45]

C, T, Av, Re

a ¼ 2, b ¼ 2

[46]

C, T, Re

the most satisfying
solution
the solution in known
Pareto Front

[21]

C, T, Av, Re

all the solutions

a 2 ½2; 3; 4; 5,
b 2 ½4; 8; 9,
r ¼ 0:7

[34]

C, T, RE, Av, and five
domain QoS attributes

the top solutions and other
remaining solutions used
different updating rule

a ¼ 1, b ¼ 4,
r ¼ 0:5

4

Key parameters
a ¼ 1, b ¼ 2,
r ¼ 0:05

a ¼ 1, b ¼ 1,
r ¼ 0:3

FINDINGS FROM THE SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

4.1 Ant Colony Optimization Algorithms
The ant colony algorithm modeling the behavior of real ants
is widely used for combinatorial optimization problems.
When ACO algorithms are used to solve a Web service concretization problem, the problem is modeled as a weighted
directed acyclic graph with a start vertex and an end vertex.
The graph is denoted by G= < V, E, QoS > , two vertices
i; j 2 V are neighbors if there exists an arc ði; jÞ 2 E. Then
the start vertex is set as the ants’ nest and the end vertex is
set as the food source, and the QoS constraints are regarded
as the weights of the edges. In the graph G, all ants are initially positioned at the start vertex and the task of each ant
is to find a path from the start vertex to the end vertex.
Thus, the problem is transformed from finding feasible solutions to the service concretization problem into selecting
paths through the weighted graph. The basic operational
flow in an ACO algorithm is as follows.
Initialize ACO parameters;
Generate random solutions from each ant’s random walk;
Update pheromone intensities;
Steps 2 to 3 are repeated until a termination condition has
been satisfied.
Beginning from the start vertex, each ant builds up a
solution iteratively by always selecting the next vertex
based on pheromone trail t ij and heuristic information hij .
The pheromone trail and the heuristic information are indicators of tendency to move from vertex i to vertex j. In the
process of searching, when located at a vertex i, each ant k
chooses the next vertex j according to the probability distribution defined by (1),
1)
2)
3)
4)

pkij

¼

8
<P
:

0;

½tij a ½hij b
j2Nik

½t ij a ½hij b

;

if j 2 Nki ;
otherwise:

(1)

Limitations and highlights
Effects of the number of abstract services are
not taken into account. Further investigation
is required to deal with all situations of
clone ants.
The setting of parameter is not given and
further performance evaluation is required.
There is a need to use different metrics to
measure the performance of multi-objective
optimization.
All the abstract execution paths are not
consistent with the definition, especially
those in the experimental part. The optimal
of abstract execution paths cannot guarantee
the global QoS constraints of a composite
service.
Effects of the number of abstract services and
the number of concrete services are not taken
into account. There is a need to devise
different scenarios to test scalability.

The parameters a and b control the influence of pheromone
value and heuristic value. The variable Nik is used to denote
the set of unvisited vertices, which contains all the direct
successors of vertex i in the graph G. Each ant changes the
pheromone value t ij according to (2),
t ij ¼ ð1  rÞt ij þ Dt k ;

8ði; jÞ 2 E:

(2)

The variable r is the pheromone evaporation coefficient,
and Dt k is the amount of pheromone deposited by ant k.
The choice of Dt k is an important aspect of the algorithm. It
can be the same constant value for all the ants. Generally, it
is required that the amount of pheromone deposited by an
ant to be a non-increasing function of the path length [57].
A summary of results on applying ACO algorithms to
Web service concretization problems is given in Table 2.
Besides the listed items, the references in Table 2 differ from
each other with respect to the single objective ACO algorithm which they were based on, such as ant colony system
adopted by the authors of [44], ant system adopted by the
authors of [21], [45], [46], and max-min ant system adopted
by the authors of [34].
The authors of [44] presented a utility function to measure the user satisfactory degree. The method was compared with an exhaustive searching method, and a test
scenario with nine abstract services was used in the evaluation. The simulation results showed that the execution time
of the proposed algorithm was less than that of the exhaustive searching method.
In [45], different pheromones were used to denote different QoS attributes. The simulation used eight abstract services, and the number of concrete services corresponding to
each abstract service was randomly selected from 0 to 25.
The experimental results showed that the dynamic ACO
algorithm had better performance than the typical ACO
algorithm.
The study [46] modeled the Web service selection
problem as a multi-objective optimization problem, and
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proposed a multi-objective chaos ACO algorithm to solve
it. The chaos variable was used to improve the efficiency
of the ACO algorithm. To evaluate the proposed algorithm, the authors compared it with a multi-objective
GA and a multi-objective ACO algorithm based on three
test groups. The evaluation criteria were the number of
optimal solutions and the running time. The simulation
indicated that the multi-objective chaos ACO algorithm
was able to find more optimal solutions and used less
time than the multi-objective GA and the multi-objective
ACO algorithm.
The study [21] used a k-tuple pheromone to represent k
objectives. A strategy was adopted to decompose a composite service with a general composition structure into parallel
execution paths. The experimental results showed that the
proposed multi-objective ACO algorithm could find nearoptimal solutions.
The authors of [34] integrated the max-min ant system
into the framework of culture algorithm to solve the Web
service selection problem. A comprehensive evaluation
model based on generic QoS attributes and domain QoS
attributes was designed. The generic QoS model was used
to evaluate the QoS attributes of composite services, and the
domain QoS model was used to conquer the overconstrained problem. A scenario with 10 abstract services
and 50 concrete services for each abstract service was used
to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The
experimental results showed that the solutions found by the
proposed algorithm were much better than that of an ACO
algorithm and a max-min ant system.

4.2 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary
algorithms, which generate approximate solutions to optimization and search problems by using techniques inspired
by the principles of natural evolution: selection, crossover,
and mutation [58]. In a GA, a population of chromosomes,
which are encoded as individuals to the service concretization problem, evolves toward better solutions. Each individual is associated with a fitness value based on a fitness
function that indicates how close it comes to meeting the
overall specification, when compared to other individuals
in the population. The fitness value of an individual is also
an indication of its chances of survival and reproduction in
the next generation.
When using GA to solve Web service concretization
problems, the fitness function always corresponds to QoS
attributes. An example of fitness function for an individual
g is given by (3),
F ðgÞ ¼

w1  CðgÞ þ w2  T ðgÞ
þ w5  pf:
w3  AvðgÞ þ w4  ReðgÞ

(3)

The QoS attributes (C(g), T(g), Av(g), Re(g)) are normalized in the interval ½0; 1. The positive variables w1 ; . . . ; w5
represent weighting factors. In particular, w1 ; . . . ; w4 indicate the importance of each QoS attribute while w5 weights
the penalty factor pf. The penalty factor for an individual
is defined as the distance between the QoS attributes of the
individual and the constraints.
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A typical GA requires definition of two things: one is a
genetic representation of the solution domain, and the other
is a fitness function to evaluate the solution domain. Once
the genetic representation and the fitness function are
defined, a GA executes five steps:
Initialization. Traditionally, the population is formed by a
group of randomly generated individual solutions.
2) Evaluation. The fitness of each individual in the population is evaluated.
3) Selection. Individuals are selected based on the fitness
value to breed a new generation.
4) Evolution. New individuals are created through crossover
and mutation operations. The new population is composed
of the individuals in the new generation and a few individuals from the previous generation.
5) Termination. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until a termination
condition has been reached.
A summary of results on applying GAs to Web service
concretization problems is given in Table 3.
The study [14] proposed a GA with static and dynamic
penalty strategies in the fitness function. The experimental
results showed that the GA was preferred when a large
number of concrete services were available for each abstract
service. When the number of concrete services was in a
small scale, the integer programming algorithm would be
preferred.
The authors of [47] presented a GA for cost-driven
Web service selection, which only considered cost of concrete services. A scenario with 20 abstract services was
used to test the performance of the GA. The experimental results showed that the GA could work and get better
performance when compared with a local service selection method.
The authors of [48] conducted an initial population policy and a mutation policy to direct the evolution of genetic
algorithms. The performance was evaluated by comparing
a GA using the relation matrix coding scheme with a GA
using the one-dimension coding scheme, comparing a GA
using the initial population policy with a GA using the randomly created population, and comparing a GA using the
proposed mutation policy with a GA using other policies.
The experimental results showed that genetic algorithms
using the proposed policies could get more excellent solutions than standard genetic algorithms.
The study [49] investigated a novel tree-coding GA for
QoS-aware service composition. The tree-coding GA could
simultaneously express multiple types of composite relationships and could re-plan process at runtime. The performance was evaluated by comparing the tree-coding GA
with a one-dimensional coding GA. The experimental
results showed that the tree-coding GA was effective and
faster than the one-dimensional coding GA.
The study [50] designed a repair GA to address the
Web service composition problem in the presence of
domain constraints and inter service dependencies. The
proposed GA used a repair operator to fix up the infeasible individuals in order to make all the individuals in
the population be always feasible. The repair operator
was based on an iterative heuristic approach, which randomly selected a gene and randomly chose a value from
1)
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TABLE 3
A Summary of Results on Applying GAs to Web Service Concretization Problems
Articles
[14]

Fitness
function used

Encoding
scheme

Selection operator

Crossover operator

integer array
coding

roulette wheel
selection and elitism
selection

two points crossover,
probability was 0.7

randomly selected a
The randomly replacement in
gene and randomly
mutation operator is not efficient.
replaced with another
one, probability was 0.01

integer array
coding

roulette wheel
selection and elitism
selection

single point
crossover,
probability
was 0.8

The probability of mutation was for the locus of
chromosome, mutation
probability was 0.05

[47]

C, T, Re, Av, the
current generation and the
maximum number of generations
C, and a constant

[48]

C, T, Re, Av

relation
matrix coding

roulette wheel
selection

special crossover
operator, probability
was 0.7

[49]

C, T, Re, Av, and
a penalty item

tree-coding

roulette wheel
selection

[50]

C, T, Re, Av, and
reputation

integer array
coding

rank-based selection
and elitism selection

single point
crossover,
probability
was 0.7
single point
crossover,
probability
was 0.9

[32]

C, T, Re, reputation, security,
and a penalty
item
C, T, Re, Av, and
a penalty item

integer array
coding

tournament selection

two points crossover,
probability was 0.7

relation
matrix
coding

roulette wheel
selection

special crossover
operator, probability
was 0.7

[51]

C, T, Re, Av, and
reputation

did not
provide

did not provide

constrained single
point crossover,
probability was 0.8

[18]

C, T, Re, Av, total
number of constraint violations
and the maximal
number of possible constraint
violations
C, T, Re, Av, the
reversed index
number of qualitative patterns
and violation
values with
respect to quantitative constraints

integer array
coding

roulette wheel
selection

a knowledge-based
one, probability was
0.9

binary string
coding

according to a
defined probability
to select individuals

uniform crossover

[33]

[52]

the set of minimal conflict values for the selected gene.
The performance was evaluated by testing the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed repair GA, and compared it with a GA without the repair operator. The
experimental results showed that the repair GA was scalable and effective.
The authors of [32] proposed a hybrid GA by using a
local improvement procedure, which was based on an iterative neighborhood search. The hybrid GA was compared
with a standard GA. The experimental results showed that
the hybrid GA performed better than the standard GA for
small and medium problem sizes.

Mutation operator

Limitations and highlights

It is difficult to decide the value of
the constant in the fitness function.
Further investigation is required to
design the fitness function and other
QoS attributes should be considered.
The experiments was too simple.
The crossover or mutation operators
randomly selected a
may generate illegal individuals
gene in each chromofrequently, and the proposed
some and mutated,
algorithm does not treat distributed
probability was 0.1
service deployment.
Each gene has to record the information
randomly selected a
of its children and father, which make
gene in each chromothe length of chromosomes longer and
some and mutated,
more complicated
probability was 0.01
randomly selected a
The repairing operator randomly selects
gene in each chromoand assigns values, the efficiency is low
some and mutated,
and it cannot guarantee of finding the
probability was 0.08
feasible solution in the maximal
repairing times.
The hybrid genetic algorithm is based on
randomly selected a
exploration of the neighborhood, and
gene in each chromothe percentage of the neighborhood is a
some and mutated,
key factor to determine.
probability was 0.2
randomly selected a
More scenarios are required to test the
gene in each chromoproposed algorithm. The investigation is
required to escape from frequently
some and mutated,
created illegal individuals by the
probability was 0.1
crossover and mutation operator.
the selection of mutation The proposed algorithm is required to
focused on one specific
test more scenarios and further
gene of the entire chrocomparisons are needed.
mosome, probability was
0.001
randomly selected a
The performance is not stable, further
gene in each chromoimprovement is required to modify the
some and mutated,
local optimizer.
probability was 0.15

randomly chose a single
bit of a string to mutate

The structure of execution plan is focus
on sequential flow. Large number of
service candidates leads to long length
of the gnome, and the readability of the
chromosomes is fairly weak.

The authors of [33] adopted an enhanced initial population policy and an evolution policy to improve the convergence of the GA. An expectation value was used to control
the population diversity. The performance was evaluated
with regard to the coding scheme, the population diversity,
the enhanced initial population, and the evolution policy.
The GA with the proposed policies was compared with a
standard GA. The experimental results showed that the proposed GA could improve the fitness value and promote the
convergence rate.
The study [51] incorporated a GA with the rough set
theory, and exemplified by solving the Web service
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TABLE 4
A Summary of Results on Applying PSO Algorithms to Web Service Concretization Problems
Articles
[53]

Fitness function
used
did not provide

The presentation
of particle
N-tuple

[54]

C, T

N-dimensional vector

[55]

C, T, Av, and
reputation
C, T, Re, Av

N-dimensional vector

[35]

N-dimensional vector

Key parameter

Limitations and highlights

v was computed
according to
constraints
v ¼ 0:0275, c1 ¼ 0:3,
c2 ¼ 0:49

The experiments cannot show the efficiency of
the proposed algorithm, and the fitness function
and some parameters are not provided.
Further performance evaluation is required,
especially various performance metrics are
needed to measure performance of
multi-objective optimization algorithms.
The adaptive termination of algorithms is not
considered.
Further experiments are required to make sure
the results are not biased by the QoS attributes
of concrete services.

v, c1 and c2 were
self-adaptive
v, c1 and c2 were
self-adaptive

composition problem. The proposed method was evaluated
by comparing with a standard GA and an exhaustive enumeration method. The experimental results indicated that
the execution time of the proposed GA was not limited to
the number of abstract services, and its convergence rate
and hit rate were much better than that of the other two
methods.
The study [18] considered the dependency constraint and
conflict constraint between Web services in their hybrid GA.
A local optimizer was used to improve the individuals in the
initial population. The proposed GA was compared with a
penalty-based GA and a repairing-based GA. Three sets of
scenarios with different number of abstract services, concrete
services, and constraints were tested. The experimental
results showed that the hybrid GA was as scalable as the
other two genetic algorithms, and could find better solutions.
In [52], a service composition model considering quantitative and qualitative non-functional properties was
designed. A global optimization with local selection algorithm and a GA were proposed to conduct the service composition. The performance was evaluated by using a public
available dataset and a synthetic dataset. The experimental
results showed that the quality of the GA was better than
that of the global optimization in most cases.

4.3 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithms
Particle swarm optimization is one of the evolutionary
computational techniques. It has been widely used to solve
service concretization problems because it has strong
robustness, a small number of parameters, and it is simple
and easy to implement. In a PSO algorithm, a group of particles flying through d-dimensional search space, evolves
toward optimal solutions. Each particle i represents a candidate solution to the problem, and it has a position xid and a
speed vid . In addition, the particles have a fitness function to
evaluate their best positions, which is similar to (3). The particle updates its speed and position through individual best
position Pid and global best position Pgd according to (4),
xid ðt þ 1Þ ¼ xid ðtÞ þ vid ðt þ 1Þ
vid ðt þ 1Þ ¼ vvid ðtÞ þ c1 g 1 ðPid ðtÞ  xid ðtÞÞ
þ c2 g 2 ðPgd ðtÞ  xid ðtÞÞ:

(4)

The variable t means the t-th generation. The variable v is
the inertia weight that controls the exploration and exploitation of the search space. g 1 and g 2 are two mutually independent random functions. The variables c1 (cognition
coefficient) and c2 (social coefficient) are the acceleration
constants, which change the velocity of particle i towards
Pid and Pgd [59]. The basic operation of a PSO algorithm is
as follows.
Initialization. The swarm population is formed.
Evaluation. The fitness of each individual particle is
evaluated.
3) Modification. The best position of each particle, the best
position of the whole swarm and each particle’s velocity
are modified.
4) Update. Move each particle to a new position.
5) Termination. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until a termination
condition has been satisfied.
A summary of results on applying PSO algorithms to
Web service concretization problems is given in Table 4.
The study [53] showed that the proposed multi-objective
discrete PSO algorithm could get lower computation cost
and higher quality solutions than an exhaustive method.
The experimental results of [54] showed that their PSO algorithm used more execution time and created more Pareto
solutions than the multi-objective GA.
The authors of [55] designed a non-uniform mutation
strategy, an adaptive weight adjustment strategy, and a
local best first strategy for a PSO algorithm. These strategies
were used to enhance the population diversity and to
improve the convergence rate. The performance of each
strategy was evaluated. The experimental results indicated
that the proposed strategies could improve the convergence
rate and fitness values.
The authors of [35] proposed an immune optimization
algorithm based on a PSO algorithm. An improved local
best strategy and a perturbing global best strategy were
also discussed. The proposed algorithm was compared
with a standard PSO algorithm and a genetic algorithm.
The mean and standard deviation of the optimal fitness
values were computed. The experimental results showed
that the proposed algorithm was better than the other two
algorithms in terms of the search ability, the convergence
rate, and the stability.
1)
2)
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TABLE 5
A Summary of Results on Applying Combined Algorithms to Web Service Concretization Problems
Articles

Fitness function used

[56]

did not provide details

[23]

C, T

[29]

did not provide details

Reason(s) for combining
The GA was used to search throughout
the problem space, and the PSO was
used to enhance local search ability.
The GA was used to set the key
parameters of ACO
The swarm in stochastic PSO was often
not convergent to the global optimal
position but a local best position, and SA
was convergent to the optimum but its
convergent speed was slow.

4.4 Combined Bio-Inspired Algorithms
A summary of results on applying the combined algorithms
to Web service concretization problems is given in Table 5.
The study [56] designed a hybrid genetic particle swarm
algorithm to balance the iterations of the global optimization
and the local optimization. The proposed algorithm was compared with a balanced multi-objective GA. The experimental
results indicated that the hybrid algorithm improved the solutions and enhanced the execution efficiency.
The authors of [23] presented a dynamic algorithm by
combining an ACO algorithm and a GA. The proposed algorithm was compared with a GA and an immune algorithm.
The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm
had better performance than the other two algorithms in
terms of the optimal solutions and the iteration numbers.
The study [29] proposed a cooperative evolution algorithm that consisted of a stochastic PSO and a simulated
annealing. The stochastic PSO was used to rapidly search
the local optimum, while the SA was adopted to make the
individual jump off the local optimum. The cooperative
algorithm was compared with a stochastic PSO and a SA
in terms of the quality of solution, the computation complexity, and the convergence rate. The experimental results
indicated that the cooperative algorithm was better than
the other two.
4.5 Summary
The ACO algorithm focuses on theoretical problems, such
as parameter initialization and information updating. It
can be run continuously and is generally capable of adapting to changes of an optimization problem. It may have
some advantages over the PSO algorithm and the GA in
dynamic environments. On the other hand, the efficiency
of the ACO algorithm is somewhat low. In a GA, the mutation operator and the crossover operator are relatively
fixed, and the random search without guide will cause
degeneration. The ACO and PSO algorithms share many
common characteristics with the GA, such as a randomly
generated population, and a fitness function to evaluate
individuals. Unlike a GA, however, ACO and PSO algorithms have no evolution operators such as the crossover
operator and the mutation operator. All these bio-inspired
algorithms have the problem of premature convergence,
and they tend to be easily trapped into the local optimality.

Limitations and highlights
There is a need to show more details of the
experiments, and find most appropriate and
robust parameters for testing.
The experiment cannot indicate the
performance of the algorithms. The QoS dataset
is not provided. There is a need to design more
scenarios for performance testing.
The parameters of the proposed algorithm and
the QoS dataset are not provided. Further
investigations are required to test the
performance of the proposed algorithms in
terms of the changing number of abstract
services and concrete services.

So many efforts have been made to improve their performance by combining them.
A variety of studies suggest that the parameters of bioinspired algorithms have a strong impact on the performance of the service concretization. They argue that inept
setting of parameters may result in bad performance, but
only a few of the existing studies [21], [34], [35], [55] gave an
explicit investigation about the influence of parameters. For
example, the design of a GA has a great influence on its
behavior and performance [62]. It is necessary for a GA to
accord with the characteristic of the service concretization
in order to get better performance. By reviewing a number
of studies on bio-inspired algorithms-based Web service
concretization, we summarize the main control parameters
involved in each type of algorithms in Table 6. The Table
also indicates the effects of these parameters to the performance of the algorithms. It should be pointed out that the
effects of the parameters to the performance of the bioinspired algorithms are not yet well studied. And different
problems and contexts may set different values. The settings
of the parameters of the bio-inspired algorithms result in
varying degrees of performance, and all the factors contribute to the bio-inspired algorithms’ performance. This makes
it difficult to choose the operators and set the values in
order to yield optimum performance.
Normally, the Web service concretization needs to be
performed and completed in a short time period, and the
quality of solutions needs to fully satisfy service requesters’
requirements. Many studies into Web service concretization
based on bio-inspired algorithms are attempting to reduce
processing time for a near optimum solution, to improve
the quality of solutions, and in particular, to avoid being
trapped into local optimization. Some studies have carried
out comparisons among different versions of the same type
of algorithms, such as comparing an ACO algorithm with a
chaos ACO algorithm [46], or comparing an improved GA
with a standard GA [18], [32], [33], [48], [49], [50], [51]. Other
studies have compared different types of algorithms, such
as comparing the combination of an ACO algorithm and a
GA with a standard GA [23].
Furthermore, it is necessary to establish a standard
framework for designing and testing bio-inspired Web service concretization. Currently, there is no such framework
available. The existing studies presenting comparisons
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TABLE 6
Main Control Parameters in the Three Types of Bio-Inspired Algorithms
Algorithm

Main control parameters

Effects to the performance of the algorithm

number of ants

The larger the number of ants, the better the convergence rate, and this leads to
longer simulation times.
If b ¼ 0, only the pheromone information is used, which generally leads to rather
poor results [57]. The larger values lead to suboptimal solutions.
If a ¼ 0, the services with best QoS attributes are more likely to be selected: this
corresponds to a stochastic greedy algorithm. The smaller values of a lead to the
slow convergence and local optimum, and the larger values lead to a strong
emphasis of initial, random fluctuations and bad algorithm behavior [57].
The larger values affect the global search ability, and the smaller values slow the
convergence speed.
The increase of the population size will increase the number of generations to
convergence, improve the solution accuracy, and increase the computational
time. Moreover, there is an optimal population size for each given problem, and
further increase of the population size has no benefit [60].
The three common selection operators are the roulette wheel selection, the
rank-based selection, and the tournament selection. On the average, the
tournament selection is the most effective and efficient operator both in quality
and computation time, and the rank-based selection is the worst one. When the
problem size increases, the solution quality of the roulette wheel selection and the
tournament selection becomes worse.
The three common crossover operators are one-point, two-point, and uniform
crossover. It is difficult to decide which form of crossover will give optimum
performance. Usually, it is decided by an empirical study.
The smaller the crossover probability, the more individuals survive in the next
generation unchanged. Usually, the probability of crossover is set by means of
trial and error for a given problem.
The mutation operator can be operated on a randomly selected gene in each
chromosome, or each gene in a randomly selected chromosome, or one specific
gene of the entire chromosome. These three methods were compared in the
study [48].
The smaller mutation probability may lead to local optima, and the larger
mutation probability increases the search areas, however, prevents the GA to
find any optima solution.
The literature suggested that the population size in PSO as 2n to 5n, where n is the
number of decision variables [61]. And it depends on the particular version of
PSO used, the number of variables, and the complexity of the search space.
The inertia weight is added to the standard PSO algorithm in order to improve
the convergence rate and balance the exploration and exploitation of search
space.
The smaller values of the acceleration factors, the more generations are needed
to reach the optima. The larger values will prevent the algorithm from finding
the optima.

influence of heuristic (b)
influence of pheromone (a)
ACO
pheromone evaporation
coefficient (r)
population size

selection operator

GA
crossover operator
crossover probability
mutation operator

mutation probability

population size
PSO

inertia weight (v)
acceleration factor (c1 and c2 )

among bio-inspired algorithms had limited themselves to
their own simulated environment and test data set. Their
experimental results represented only a small number of
specific scenarios. It is difficult to tell which algorithm performs better in a certain scenario, and which value is better
for the key parameter. Guidelines are also needed for service developers to choose the optimal algorithm to offer
composite services, which could enable the service requesters to get better performance based on their own requirements and preferences.

5

UNDERLYING APPLICATIONS

Due to the deluge of enormous sources of data and the
development of cloud computing, applications based on
data-intensive services have become one of the most challenging applications in service oriented computing. Data
access, data analysis, and data manipulation may require a

nontrivial composition of a series of data retrieval and process executions. The service-based strategy provides maximal flexibility when designing data-intensive applications.
These data services are different from traditional services
because they handle huge amounts of data, and their QoS
attributes might be quite different. Bio-inspired computing
is one of the ongoing or underlying techniques and technologies to harness the data-intensive service concretization
problems. The authors of [63] stated that biological inspired
systems were better appropriate for the data-intensive problems because they were efficient to organize, access, and
process data.

5.1 Current Work
The data-intensive service concretization problem with
global QoS constraints is an extension of the traditional
service concretization problem, in which data sets, as the
inputs and outputs of services, are incorporated. Services
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use data from data providers, and they also use data from
other services. In general, data-intensive service concretization will be cooperatively supported by three stakeholders:
the service composers, the service providers, and the data
providers [64]. Providers need an approach to regulate and
price their resources, either services or data or their combination. They all want to have a good market position maximizing their profits. It assumes that an economic model is
an accurate representation of the reality, and it will offer a
suitable way to regulate the interactions among the three
stakeholders.
We have been applying bio-inspired algorithms to
tackle the data-intensive service concretization problems [65], [66], [67]. A graph for the data-intensive service
concretization problem was given in [64]. The lifetime of
the problem framework was described in [68]. In the lifetime, the first step is that the service composer tries to
select a set of service candidates while the data provider
provides data sets, and the second step is that if a feasible
solution which satisfies the service composer’s local and
global QoS constraints does not exist, negotiations are
performed in order to determine new quality values for
each involved service. An extensible QoS model was proposed in [67]. In the model, the cost for a data-intensive
service includes the access cost and the transfer cost of all
required data sets, and the estimated execution time for a
data-intensive service includes the time for processing
data sets and the time for accessing data sets. An
enhanced ACO algorithm and a modified GA were
designed to solve the data-intensive service concretization
problem [69], [70]. We also designed strategies to adapt
an ant colony system to handle the dynamic scenarios [71].
Meanwhile, data-intensive services are used in a dynamic
and changing environment, and different providers typically have conflicting objectives [72], [73]. In order to
automate the process of reaching an agreement in the
data-intensive service concretization problem, we proposed an ant-inspired negotiation approach [68], [74]. In
addition, we proposed a multi-objective ant colony system for data-intensive service concretization [75], where
we focused on the scalability and adaptability of service
concretization, and particular attention is paid to multiobjective optimization related to cost and QoS attributes.
Summary of our current work can be found in [76].

5.2 Remaining Problems
The data-intensive service provision problem will become
more intense and more complex, as a result of the enormous
proliferation of data-intensive services, for example, in critical areas such as disaster management and health care. To
solve the problem, it is necessary to investigate the
approaches to the traditional service concretization problems. By analyzing methods in the two types of Web service
concretization approaches, we found bio-inspired algorithms for QoS-aware service composition usually required
much less computation time for large scale problems, especially in the dynamic environments. The findings from the
systematic review had been the basis for solving the problems. There are also a few other studies on data-intensive
service composition and data placement [77], [78], [79]. Our
current work and other studies indicate that we should
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attempt to find approaches to supporting economic dataintensive services provision from holistic perspectives.
One of the remaining problems is how to place the data.
As we mentioned in the above section, the data provider
sells data sets to multiple service providers in order to maximize the data usage and the profit. The data provider may
improve the utility of data by changing data placement policies. The data placement policies are about how data can be
organized physically in order to minimize the cost and
access latency of data sets. For example, the data providers
may place data near the services or partition a large amount
of data sets into several portions (or replicas if necessary).
The data placement problem is very similar to the minimum
K-median problem, especially from a facility location perspective [80]. By investigating the data placement policies,
the data providers could lower the total cost of the composite service.
Another remaining problem is how to create an economic
model. The economic model described in our earlier
work [64] may be extended to include the network providers, since the cost of transferring data and the response
time of accessing data depend on the network bandwidth.
Various providers need a standardized yet adaptive way to
regulate and price their resources, which are specified by
the utility of the stakeholders. Hence, the composite service
should be constructed by achieving the Pareto optimum
under the Nash equilibrium for the data-provider utility,
the network-provider utility, the service-provider utility,
and the service-composer utility.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Web service concretization based on bioinspired algorithms is discussed. The existing Web service
concretization approaches can be categorized into two
groups: local optimization approaches and global optimization approaches. The local optimization approaches cannot satisfy the global QoS constraints, or they can be used
by exploiting decomposition methods. The global optimization approaches construct composite services from a
global level to satisfy the QoS constraints. Accordingly,
several optimal and sub-optimal algorithms have been
proposed, and in particular, metaheuristics-based algorithms intend to find near-optimal solutions. The sub-optimal algorithms demonstrate good scalability and can
decrease the computational complexity when compared
with the optimal algorithms.
The applications of ant colony optimization algorithms,
genetic algorithms, and particle swarm optimization algorithms to Web service concretization have been described in
detail. We also presented many studies that had applied bioinspired algorithms to solve data-intensive service concretization problems. While some progresses have been made in
recent years in the area of bio-inspired Web service concretization, there remains much potential for further efforts to be
made in this area, especially for the data-intensive problems.
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